
It’s never late to learn English. 

English opens new opportunities in life! You can go to any country, if you speak 

English. English will help you in a difficult situation if you are in Germany, Italy 

or in any other country. English is the World language. 

The structure of English is interesting. From one side, it has many difficult 

grammar points and constructions. From another hand, if you know English, it will 

be easier for you to learn another language. That’s why, thinking of learning a 

foreign language, we choose this one!  

Very often people say, that they are too old to learn English, and that young people 

are more successful in learning, because their memory is better. 

In fact, our brain works perfectly in any age, if we always use and improve it 

during the life. In childhood our parents and teachers help us. Kids usually find 

everything more interesting and their seeing of life is different. When we are older, 

we have to solve many problems and answer different sorts of questions. Our 

attention is more dispersed and our brain just refuses to accept some «extra» 

information. 

That’s why having of a schedule is very important. It’s enough just to find a little 

bit of spare time and appropriate environment for studying, when nothing disturbs 

and bothers you. In this case, learning doesn't seem so difficult. If you feel, that 

you’re getting bored of studying, try to make the process more interesting then. 

Use colored pens and notebooks to remember things better, listen to audio 

materials in English, watch movies, etc. All this will make your learning easier!  

When you learn the bases, you’ll see how interesting it is to know English. You’ll 

start to understand movies in original language, read easy books, talk to people 

more or less, etc. All this will encourage you to keep learning and not to give up! 

There are many excuses, which we are trying to defend, my friends. Don’t waste 

time on it! Start studying and remember, that it’s never late to learn English! 

Take care!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


